
Congratulations!
You have just purchased one of the finest Recessed Screens ever made. Constructed

of the finest materials available & the finest Craftsmanship, your Guarantee of quality will be
evident through out the years of beauty & enjoyment you will receive from this Screen.

INSTALATION INSTRUCTIONS – RECESSED SCREENS

1. Do not remove the protective paper covering from the Header Bar until installation is
complete.

2. Hold the header bar in place so that the face of the bar is flush with the Fireplace
opening & the slotted Mounting Brackets rest against the Lintel Bar, which is the steel
angle bar in the roof of your fireplace.

3. Locate hole position for self-tapping screws (enclosed in a small plastic bag) by marking
inside the slots of the Mounting Brackets.

4. Using 11/64” drill bit, make the necessary holes, one for each Mounting Bracket slot is
sufficient.

5. Insert a self-tapping screw in each hole and screw in. This will cut thread in the hold you
just drilled. Then remove the screws.

6. Place the Header Bar face down on a soft, clean surface & slip the Curtain Rod off
Support Arms at each end. Remove the Sleeve Clip from each end of the Curtain Rod.

7. Slide the Mesh Curtain onto the Curtain Rods, starting with the side that is minus the
Ring. In case of a Corner Screen, the long panel of Curtain goes around the
corner.(See #10 for Manual Screen)

8. Replace the Sleeve Clip on the end of the Curtain Rods with the long protruding strip
facing away from the center of the Curtain Rods. The last ring in the Curtain Mesh
should now be placed on the end of the Clip & the long protruding strip should be
knuckled over to hold the last ring in position at the end of the Curtain Rod. Replace
Curtain Rod on the Supporting Arms (from where they were removed).

9. TRAVERSE PULL (end pull operation): Spread the rings, which are connected to the
Pull Chain, & connect each to the first spiral of Mesh just over the bent part of the
Stiffener Rod.



10. MANUAL PULL (center pull operation): One side of each curtain has 3 rings spaced closely
together. This portion of Curtain Mesh goes in the center of the Curtain Rod Insert Curtain
Rod through the 3’ close together’ rings, and then slide on the Spring. After the sleeve,
place the Ring witch is attached to the Pull onto the Curtain rod and continue sliding the
remainder of the Curtain Rings on.

11. Hold the assembled Screen in position in the Fireplace and using the washers
      furnished with the screws, fasten the Screen to the Lintel Bar. Remove the

protective paper covering. Reach under the Bar and with a screwdriver: slide the
Sleeve Clip with the ring knuckled on against the sidewall of the fireplace so that the
stiffener rod hugs the sidewall.

SIDE WALL MOUNTING – G-94: Hold the Facia Bar Assembly into the Fireplace, making
sure the Facia Bar is straight and mark on the side wall of the Fireplace where the holes
are to be drilled (2 on each side). Use 5/16” masonry drill bit for the proper fit of the screws
and lead shields included with the Screen.

BOTTOM GUARD – F-92: Do not remove protective paper from the face of the Bar until
installation is completed. Place Bottom Guard into position in Fireplace, making sure the
Bar is straight & mark the floor of the Fireplace where holes are to be drilled ( one hole for
each bracket is sufficient). Use 5/16” masonry drill bit for the proper fit of screws and lead
shields included with the Screen.

MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

The Curtain Rod is dry lubricated for easy operation. For continued ease in opening and
closing rub a small a small amount of Powdered Graphite (available at you local Hardware
Store) along the top of the Curtain Rod. This should be done several times annually.

The surfaces of this Screen (Header Bar, Bottom Guard, Pulls etc.) are made tarnish
resistant with a hard protective coating. DO NOT POLISH – DO NOT USE ABRASIVE
CLEANERS. A soft (facial tissue is best), dry or damp (depending on the condition cloth will
safely remove dust and soil.

Do not allow hot ashes or coals to gather around Bottom Guard, the direct heat from these
will mark the finish.

Always remember that for the proper operation of your Fireplace the damper should be ALL
THE WAY OPEN!

GUARENTEE: Stone Manufacturing’s Custom Recessed Curtain Screens are guaranteed
for one full year from date of receipt against any defects in mechanism or material when
operated under normal conditions.

Now sit back & enjoy the warm glow of a fireplace fire with the feeling of security that you
will receive from this Custom Recessed Curtain Screen made especially for you by Stone
Manufacturing.


